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FREE PATTERN

Design S8928 / Cap and ininity scarf

Legend

  = k 1

   = slip 1 st p-wise, with 

yarn behind the work
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Sizes, Cap: for head circumference approx. 

20½" to 22¼" (52 to 56 cm).

Scarf: approx. 24" (60 cm) in circumference 

and 17¼" (44 cm) wide.

Materials: Schachenmayr original Merino  

Extrafine 40, 100 g each of Camel #00305 

and Medium Gray Heather #00392 for the cap;  

100 g of Camel #00305 and 150 g of Medium 

Gray Heather #00392 for the scarf.

Circular knitting needles, 1 each of size 7 mm 

and 8 mm (US 10½ and 11), each 16" (40 cm) 

long and 1 set of double pointed needles (dpn), 

size 8 mm (US 11).

Rib pattern: k 1, p 1 alternately.

Stockinette stitch: In rnds, k all rnds.

Slip stitch pattern: Work in rnds, following 

the chart. All rnds are shown. Read rnds from 

right to left. The letters next to the rnd numbers 

 indicate the colors: A = Camel and B = Medium 

Gray Heather. Repeat the 4 sts of the patt rep 

cont. Repeat rnds 1 to 8 cont.

Stripe pattern: Work stockinette stitch, 

 working 2 rnds of Camel and 2 rnds of Medium 

Gray Heather alternately.

Gauges: 12 sts and 19 rnds of slip stitch  pattern, 

with size 8 mm needle = 4" x 4" (10 x 10 cm);  

12 sts and 17 rnds of stripe pattern, with size  

8 mm needle = 4" x 4" (10 x 10 cm).

Instructions Cap

With Medium Gray Heather and the size 7 mm 

circular needle, cast on 58 sts and close to rnd. 

Place marker at beg of rnd. 

Work 1½" (4 cm) of rib pattern. Then work 1 rnd 

of stockinette stitch, increasing 6 sts, evenly 

spaced (for each increase, pick up horizontal 

 thread between 2 sts and k tbl) = 64 sts.

Then change to the size 8 mm circular  needle 

and work slip stitch pattern over 44 sts and 

 stripe pattern over the remaining 20 sts.

When work measures approx. 9" (23 cm) from 

cast-on, measured in stripe pattern, after  

2 rnds of Medium Gray Heather, work stockinette 

stitch in stripe pattern over all sts, beg with  

2 rnds of Camel, and in the 1st rnd, k every  

15th and 16th sts tog = 60 sts.

K 1 rnd.

Change from the circular needle to dpn and 

 divide sts evenly on 4 dpn. 

In the foll rnd, * k 2, k 2 tog, rep from * cont  

= 45 sts. 

K 1 rnd.

In the foll rnd, * k 1, k 2 tog, rep from * cont  

= 30 sts. 

K 1 rnd.

In the foll rnd, k every 2 sts tog = 15 sts. 

K 1 rnd.

In the foll rnd, k every 2 sts tog and end with k 

1 = 8 sts. 

Cut yarn, run through rem 8 sts, and pull closed. 

Hide yarn end.

Total height = approx. 11" (28 cm), measured in 

stripe pattern.

Infinity scarf

With Medium Gray Heather and the size 8 mm 

circular needle, cast on 72 sts and close to rnd. 

Place marker at beg of rnd.

Work 1½" (4 cm) in rib pattern, then work slip 

stitch pattern over 48 sts and stripe pattern over 

the remaining 24 sts.

When work measures 16" (40 cm) from cast-

on, measured in stripe pattern, after 2 rnds of 

 Camel, change to Medium Gray Heather and 

work 1½" (4 cm) of rib pattern over all sts. Then 

bind off all sts loosely.
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